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Name: 

Spelling Words

2 0 0 3 5 8

Answer the questions. 

1. In the word hyacinth, which syllable has the / ī/ sound? _______________________

2. Which sound is not in the word parade: /ā/, /ă/, or schwa? _______________________

3. Which compound word has both the / ī/ and / ĭ/ sounds? _______________________

4. In the word marshmallow, what sound does the second a make? _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. hat worn with a tie under the chin, often made of straw _______________________

6. sweets or candies; something created from multiple materials _______________________

7. alternate name for the flowering parts of plants _______________________

8. representative, indicative, or suggestive of something else _______________________

Write a spelling word that is an antonym for each word below. 

9.  wither  __________________________ (8 letters)

10.  forget  __________________________ (11 letters)

11.  horrible __________________________ (10 letters)

12.  autumnal  __________________________ (6 letters)

cottontail
flourish
vernal
blossoms
bonnet
chocolate
butterfly

Spelling Words Basic Words

lamb
lilies
pastel

chrysanthemum
luscious 

Challenge Words

daffodil
bouquet
marshmallow
springtime
baskets
hard-boiled
confection

commemorate
equinox
parade
symbolic
delightful
hyacinth

Level F: Easter Words
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Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  Ayaan bought his mother a gorgeous _______________________ with flowers of every color.

14.  On the _______________________, the number of daylight and nighttime hours is the same.

15.  Dominik peeled and ate his dyed _______________________ eggs after a few days.

16.  Which variety of _______________________ do you like best: milk, dark, white, or something else?

17.  Athena drew intricate designs on the wings of the _______________________ she made in art  
  class.

18.  If you’ve ever seen the rear end of a _______________________ rabbit, then you know how it  
  got its name!

19.  The trumpet-shaped _______________________ is often depicted as bright yellow, but the  
  flower also comes in white, pink, orange, and multicolor combinations!

20.  Ms. Flavin used artificial grass made of paper to line her children’s Easter  

  _______________________.

Answer the questions. 

21.  Which basic word has the /ĕ/ sound?     ________________________

22.  Which basic word has the /ē/ sound?   ________________________

23.  Which basic word has a silent consonant?   ________________________

24.  What is the second consonant sound in the word luscious?   ________________________

25.  What is the first vowel sound in the word chrysanthemum?   ________________________

cottontail
chocolate

butterfly
equinox

daffodil
hard-boiled

baskets
bouquet 
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Answer the questions. 

1. In the word hyacinth, which syllable has the / ī/ sound? _______________________

2. Which sound is not in the word parade: /ā/, /ă/, or schwa? _______________________

3. Which compound word has both the / ī/ and / ĭ/ sounds? _______________________

4. In the word marshmallow, what sound does the second a make? _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. hat worn with a tie under the chin, often made of straw _______________________

6. sweets or candies; something created from multiple materials _______________________

7. alternate name for the flowering parts of plants _______________________

8. representative, indicative, or suggestive of something else _______________________

Write a spelling word that is an antonym for each word below. 

9.  wither  __________________________ (8 letters)

10.  forget  __________________________ (11 letters)

11.  horrible __________________________ (10 letters)
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first

/ă/

springtime

/ĕ/

bonnet

confection

blossoms

symbolic

flourish

commemorate

delightful

vernal

ANSWER KEY Level F: Easter Words

cottontail
flourish
vernal
blossoms
bonnet
chocolate
butterfly

Spelling Words Basic Words

lamb
lilies
pastel

chrysanthemum
luscious 

Challenge Words

daffodil
bouquet
marshmallow
springtime
baskets
hard-boiled
confection

commemorate
equinox
parade
symbolic
delightful
hyacinth



Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  Ayaan bought his mother a gorgeous _______________________ with flowers of every color.

14.  On the _______________________, the number of daylight and nighttime hours is the same.

15.  Dominik peeled and ate his dyed _______________________ eggs after a few days.

16.  Which variety of _______________________ do you like best: milk, dark, white, or something else?

17.  Athena drew intricate designs on the wings of the _______________________ she made in art  
  class.

18.  If you’ve ever seen the rear end of a _______________________ rabbit, then you know how it  
  got its name!

19.  The trumpet-shaped _______________________ is often depicted as bright yellow, but the  
  flower also comes in white, pink, orange, and multicolor combinations!

20.  Ms. Flavin used artificial grass made of paper to line her children’s Easter  

  _______________________.

Answer the questions. 

21.  Which basic word has the /ĕ/ sound?     ________________________

22.  Which basic word has the /ē/ sound?   ________________________

23.  Which basic word has a silent consonant?   ________________________

24.  What is the second consonant sound in the word luscious?   ________________________

25.  What is the first vowel sound in the word chrysanthemum?   ________________________
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pastel

lilies

lamb

/sh/

/ ĭ/

bouquet

equinox

hard-boiled

chocolate

butterfly

cottontail

daffodil

baskets

ANSWER KEY Level F: Easter Words

cottontail
chocolate

butterfly
equinox

daffodil
hard-boiled

baskets
bouquet 


